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Hi Social Star Community!

We've all heard the dire statistics about how risky it is to start a business and how many

fail in the first few years, right? Most of us are pretty aware of the possible downfalls, but

want to do it anyway, right?

Ever wonder why there aren't similar statistics about the entrepreneurs and business

owners out there who are HAPPY, SUCCESSFUL and THRILLED to be working for

themselves? (And along that line, who and where are they?)

Join us next Wednesday night, August 8th for a storytelling night of sorts where you will

get to hear from and speak with business owners from a variety of backgrounds about

how they followed their passions and never looked back. We've lined up a corporate

escapee consultant, a dating expert, a financial freedom coach, and a communications

whiz; all with stories of challenges, failed attempts, trial and error, and ultimate JOY.

These stories will get you motivated about turning your passion project into major profits.

The event will open and close with drinks, finger foods, and networking with other

entrepreneurial-minded people from around the city. We are proud to be partnering with

Outcome.Life, Wonderland Drinks, and Deeds Brewing to bring you a fun and (dare we

say) educational night.

RSVP is required, but is only $10. Head over to MeetUp now to secure your spot:

https://bit.ly/2J5P2U4

Give us a shout if you have any questions or if you'd like to get involved with our Passion

to Profit event series.

Hope to see you next week!

Janice Formichella

Passion to Profit event Producer

P.S. While our speakers are all talented and passionate corporate escapees, this event is

for ANYONE who wants to have a successful business.
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